Glossary
8va: Play an octave higher or lower than written.
a tempo: Return to the original tempo.
accelerando: Gradually faster.
accent (
): Play with emphasis.
accidentals: Sharps, flats, or naturals appearing in front of specific notes.
adagio: Slowly.
Alberti bass: An accompaniment pattern using a broken three-note chord played
bottom, top, middle, top.
alla breve ( ): Indicates a tempo with the half note getting the beat (cut time).
allargando: Becoming slower and often louder, usually at climax.
allegretto: A little slower than allegro.
allegro: A fast tempo.
allemande: A dance in moderate 2/4 or 4/4 time. Usually the first movement of a
Baroque suite.
andante: A walking tempo.
andantino: A little faster than andante, but originally a little slower.
animato: Lively, animated.
answer: The imitation of a fugal subject in another key.
anticipation: A note between two chords, dissonant to the first and consonant to the
second.
appoggiatura (
): A non-harmonic tone often played on the beat, resolving stepwise
and usually written as a small note.
arpeggiated chord: A chord preceded by a wavy vertical line, indicating that it should
be played one note at a time, from bottom to top.
articulation: The various ways notes are executed, such as legato and staccato.
assai: Very.
atonality: Refers to music which has no tonal center.
attacca: Start the next movement without a break.
augmentation: A form of repetition in which note values are doubled.
authentic cadence: V – I(i) or V7 – I(i).
bar line: A line which divides one measure from another.
Baroque dance suite: A set of dances in the same key. The standard dances are:
allemande, courante, sarabande, gigue.
bass clef sign ( ): Locates the F a 5th below middle C on the 4th staff line.
binary form: Two-part form (AB). Usually both parts are repeated (AABB).
bitonality: Refers to music having two simultaneous tonal centers.
brace: The perpendicular line combined with a bracket that joins the two staves in piano
music.
cadence: A combination of chords used at the end of a phrase, section, or composition.
calando: Get slower and softer.
canon: Polyphony in which one part overlaps another playing the same melody.
cantabile: In a singing style.
chord: Two or more notes played at the same time.
chordal texture: A type of homophonic texture with predominant chords rather than
melody and accompaniment.
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chord inversion: Arrangement of the notes of a chord in which the root is not the lowest
note.
chromatic scale: A scale in which all notes are a half step apart.
coda: A closing section.
common time (
): Four quarter note beats per measure.
compound meter: The beat can be divided by three . The top number in the time
signature will be 6, 9, or 12.
con: With.
con brio: With brilliance.
con fuoco: With fire.
con moto: With motion.
con spirito: With spirit.
contrasting phrases: Two phrases which begin differently.
counterpoint: Refers to two or more melodies sounding at the same time.
contrapuntal texture: Refers to music with two or more independent voices (melodies).
countersubject: The melody appearing against the subject.
courante: A dance in triple time. One of the movements in a Baroque suite.
crescendo (cresc.,
): Gradually growing louder.
cut time ( ): Two half note beats per measure (alla breve).
D. C. al Fine: Go back to the beginning and play to the Fine (end).
D. S. al Fine: Go back to the sign ( ) and play to the Fine (end).
damper pedal (
): The pedal on the right which draws the dampers away from the
strings.
deceptive cadence: V – vi(VI) or V7 – vi(VI).
decrescendo (decresc.,
): Gradually growing softer.
development: Second section of sonata-allegro form: themes or motives may be
changed and elaborated, new themes may be added.
diminuendo (dim.,
): Gradually growing softer.
diminution: A form of repetition in which note values are halved.
dolce: Sweet, gentle.
doloroso: Sadly, sorrowfully.
dominant: The fifth note (degree) of a scale or key.
double bar line: Two closely spaced bar lines indicating the end of a piece.
double dotted note ( ): A note adding ¾ of its value to itself.
double flat ( ): Lowers the pitch a whole step.
double sharp ( ): Raises the pitch a whole step.
enharmonic: Refers to two notes sounding the same but written differently, for example
A# and Bb.
episode: Sections of a fugue in which the subject is not present or does not appear in its
entirety.
espressivo: Play with feeling (expressively).
exposition: First section of sonata-allegro form: first theme in the tonic key, second
theme in the dominant or related key, optional closing theme.
fermata (
): Hold sound or silence for additional time.
figured bass: A bass line with numbers indicating intervals to be added above the
given notes.
fine: The end.
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first and second endings: (
) A type of repeat which indicates that the
ending of the section will be altered upon repetition.
flat ( b ) : lowers the pitch of a note a half step.
forte ( ): Loud, strong.
forte piano ( fp ): Loud, then soft.
fortissimo ( ): Very loud.
fortississimo ( fff ): Very, very loud.
fugue: A contrapuntal form in which a short musical theme or subject is presented
consecutively by each voice. These statements of the subject alternate with episodes.
fully diminished seventh chord: A four-note chord consisting of a diminished triad
and a diminished 7th.
gigue: A lively dance in compound time. The final movement of a Baroque suite.
giocoso: Humorous, playful.
gracioso: Gracefully, elegantly.
grand staff: The bass and treble staves combined.
grave: To be performed in a solemn manner.
half cadence: A phrase ending using V (or V7) as the final chord.
half diminished seventh chord: A four-note chord consisting of a diminished triad and
a minor 7th.
half step: Distance between two adjacent chromatic tones.
hemiola: A rhythmic device superimposing two beats in the time of three or three beats
in the time of two.
homophonic texture: Refers to music with melody and accompaniment.
imitation: The immediate restatement of a melody or motive in another voice.
interval: The distance between two notes. If the notes are played together, the interval is
harmonic; if the notes are played one after the other, the interval is melodic.
Invention: Name given by J. S. Bach to 15 keyboard compositions in 2 parts.
inversion: A rearrangement of chord tones so that the lowest note is not the root.
key signature: Shows the flats or sharps in any key.
largo: Very slow.
leading tone: The seventh note (degree) of the scale or key.
legato: Smooth and connected.
legato pedal: Overlapping, connecting, or syncopated pedal.
leggiero: Lightly.
lento: Slow.
loco: Play as written. A reminder that the 8va sign has ended.
ma non troppo: But not too much.
m.d. (mano destra): Right hand.
m.s. (mano sinistra): Left hand.
maestoso: Majestic.
major-minor seventh chord: A major triad plus a minor seventh over the root. A
dominant seventh chord is an example.
marcato: Accented, stressed.
measure: A unit occurring between two bar lines.
mediant: The third note (degree) of the scale or key.
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melodic inversion: A compositional technique in which the direction of each melodic
interval is reversed (i.e. up a fifth becomes down a fifth).
meno: Less.
meno mosso: A little slower tempo, less motion.
meter: A basic system of note values and accents.
mezzo forte (
): Medium loud.
mezzo piano (
): Medium soft.
minuet: A dance in triple meter.
moderato: A medium or moderate tempo.
modulation: A key change within a composition.
molto: Very, much.
mordent ( ): An ornament alternating a tone with its lower neighbor.
morendo: Softly fading away, dying.
motive (motif): A short melodic or rhythmic pattern that recurs.
natural ( n ): Cancels a preceding sharp or flat.
neighboring tone (upper and lower): A nonharmonic tone occurring a second above or
below a harmonic tone and then returning to the same pitch.
non-harmonic tones: Notes of a melody which do not belong to the harmony, or chord.
octave: The interval of an 8th.
opus: “Work”. Numbering system of a composer’s works, usually chronological.
ostinato: A pattern that is continuously repeated, often in the bass.
parallel keys: A major and a minor key with the same tonic.
parallel phrases: Two phrases which begin alike.
passing tone: A nonharmonic tone which fills in a melodic skip.
pedal point/organ point: A held or repeated note, usually in the bass, sounding against
changing harmonies.
b b b b b
pentatonic: A five-tone scale within an octave such as G A B D E, or G A B D E .
pesante: In a heavy, firm manner.
phrase: A musical idea comparable to a line of poetry or a sentence in prose.
pianissimo (
): Very soft.
pianississimo ( ppp ): Very, very soft.
piano ( ): Soft, quiet.
piu: More.
piu mosso: A little faster tempo, more motion.
pivot chord: A chord which precedes a modulation, and is common to both the original
key and the new key.
plagal cadence: IV – I (iv – I).
poco: A little.
polyphonic: Refers to music with two or more independent voices (melodies).
polytonality: Refers to music having two or more simultaneous tonal centers.
portato: Halfway between legato and staccato
presto: Very fast.
primary chords: The tonic (I,i), subdominant (IV,iv), and dominant (V) chords.
quartal harmony: Harmony built on the interval of a fourth.
rallentando: Gradually slowing in speed.
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recapitulation: Third and final section of sonata-allegro form: first and second themes
usually in the tonic key, optional closing theme.
relative major and minor: Major and minor keys sharing the same key signature.
repeat sign ( ): Play this section again.
repetition: A restatement of a musical idea.
retrograde inversion: A compositional technique in which a melody is altered so that
the notes are in reverse order and the direction of each melodic interval is reversed.
ritardando (rit., ritard.): Gradually slowing down.
ritenuto: Immediately slower.
robusto: Boldly, robustly.
rondo form: A form in music using a recurring theme alternating with one or more
other themes (for example ABACA).
rounded binary: AB form with a return of all or part of A at the end of B.
rubato: Slight flexibility of tempo.
sarabande: A slow dance in triple time. One of the movements of a Baroque suite.
scherzando: Playfully.
scherzo: A playful or humorous piece, a joke.
secondary dominant: The V (V7) of any scale degree other than the tonic.
segue: The next section follows without a break.
sempre: Always.
senza: Without.
sequence: A melodic pattern repeated at a higher or lower pitch.
serialism: Music that is organized by a particular succession of pitches, rhythms,
dynamics etc. that are repeated over and over to provide structure.
sforzando (
): A strong accent, forcefully.
sharp ( s ): Raises the pitch of a note a half step.
simile: Continue in the same way, similar.
simple meter: The beat can be divided by two [eighth notes]. The top number in the
time signature will be 2, 3, or 4.
slur: A curved line placed over or under two or more notes meaning to play legato.
smorzando: Dying away.
Sonata Allegro form (Sonata form): Frequently used as a formal structure for the first
movement of a Classical sonata. The three main sections are: Exposition, Development,
and Recapitulation
sonatina: A short sonata.
sopra: Above.
sostenuto: Sustained. Smooth and flowing. Sometimes slower.
sotto voce: Subdued. In an undertone.
spiritoso: Spirited.
staccato (
): Play notes short (detached).
staff: Five horizontal lines upon which music is written.
stretto: In a fugue, an imitative technique where the subject and answer overlap. In
other compositions, an intensifying or quickening tempo near the end of a piece.
stringendo: Quickening, accelerando.
subdominant: The fourth note (degree) of a scale or key.
subito: Suddenly.
subject: A basic theme stated at the beginning of a composition.
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submediant: The sixth note (degree) of the scale or key.
supertonic: The second note (degree) of the scale or key.
suspension: A nonharmonic tone carried over from the previous chord where it was
harmonic.
syncopation: The shifting of an accent from a strong beat to a weak beat or weaker part
of a beat.
tempo: The speed of a piece.
tempo giusto: Normal, proper speed.
tenuto ( ): Hold the note for its full value, or play with a slight emphasis.
ternary form: Three-part form (ABA).
tertian harmony: Harmony built on the interval of a third.
theme and variations: A simple melody followed by varied restatements.
tie: A curved line from one note to another of the same pitch meaning to play the note
only once but hold it for the total number of beats of both notes.
time signature: Tells number of beats per measure and which note value gets one beat.
toccata: A virtuosic piece featuring sections of rapid passage work which frequently
alternate with contrasting sections.
tonal center: A pitch around which the music centers.
tonic: The first note (degree) of a scale or key.
tranquillo: In a calm, quiet manner.
transposition: Playing or writing in a key other than the original.
tre corde: Release the soft pedal.
treble clef sign ( ): Locates the G a 5th above middle C on the 2nd staff line.
triad: A three-note chord consisting of root, 3rd, and 5th.
trill (
, ): An ornament alternating a tone with its upper neighbor.
triplet: Three notes in the time of two notes of the same value (
= ).
tritone: The interval of an augmented fourth or a diminished fifth, the distance of
three whole steps.
turn (
): A four note ornament using upper and lower neighbors.
12-tone row: The twelve tones of the chromatic scale are organized into a row using a
set order. These are used over and over to provide the structure of a composition.
una corda: Press the soft pedal.
up-beats (pick-up notes): One or several initial notes of a melody which occur before
the first bar-line.
vivace: Lively, quick.
vivo: Brisk, lively.
whole rest (
): Silence equal to a whole measure.
whole step: Distance equal to two half steps.
whole tone scale: A scale in which all notes are separated by whole steps.
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ORNAMENTS

mordent

trill

trill with upper prefix

(as performed)

(as performed)

(as performed)
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turn

appoggiatura

trill with lower prefix

(as performed)

(as performed)

(as performed)
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TECHNIQUE EXAMPLES
NOTE: Scales and arpeggios can be found in a number of commercial publications and are not included
here.

FIVE-FINGER PATTERNS
Preparatory A

Preparatory B

Level 1

Level 2
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CADENCES
Level 1

Levels 2 and 3

Levels 4, 5, and 6

Levels 7 and 8

Level 9

Level 10
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TRIADS
Level 2

Levels 3 and 4

FOUR-NOTE TONIC CHORD INVERSIONS
Levels 5, 6 and 7 - for Levels 8, 9 and 10, substitute 16th note values

Levels 8, 9 and 10
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DOMINANT SEVENTH CHORD INVERSIONS
Levels 6 and 7 - for Levels 8 and 9, substitute 16th note values

Levels 8 and 9

DIMINISHED SEVENTH CHORD INVERSIONS
Level 10
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